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The future of the Immortals is in the hands of an orphan My greatest fear was that they would

find us and make of us a sacrifice beneath a full moon. Now you, Thomas, must help us

destroy the circle of evil. The last words of a dying woman would change the life of young

Thomas. Raised behind monastery walls, he knows nothing of his mysterious past or imminent

destiny. But now, in the heart of medieval England, a darkness threatens to strangle truth. An

ancient order tightens their ghostly grip on power, creating fear and exiling those who would

oppose them. Thomas is determined fulfill his calling and bring light into the mysterious world

of the Druids and leaves the monastery on an important quest. Thomas quickly finds himself in

unfamiliar territory, as he must put his faith in unusual companions—a cryptic knight, a child

thief, and the beautiful, silent woman whom may not be all she seems. From the solitary life of

an orphan, Thomas now finds himself tangled in the roots of both comradery and

suspicion. Can he trust those who would join his battle…or will his fears force him to go on

alone?
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Thirty-OneExcerpt from Fortress of MistAUTHOR’S NOTETwenty years and almost as many

novels have passed since I wrote this sentence: “Since dawn, three ropes had hung black

against the rising sun.”I can remember where I was sitting as I began with those words, the

time of day, the light of the sun as it fell across the table where I sat, and how it seemed as if

the events that followed didn’t belong to me, and that instead I had been given a chance to

observe and relay the unfolding of a story.While some of the events in The Orphan King may

be familiar to readers of Magnus or Wings of Dawn, much of that original story from twenty

years earlier remained untold. I’m grateful with The Orphan King to have the chance to return

and begin exploring all that happened in the intricate battle of two great forces, each facing the

necessity to remain hidden from the society around it.If you traveled with Thomas on his quest

all those years ago when I first did, I hope you enjoy, as I have, the chance to join him again

with fresh eyes and new perspectives.Enter a medieval world of love and chivalry,of ancient

secrets,an evil conspiracy, noble knights,and a mysterious castle calledMagnus …SPRING,

NORTHERN ENGLAND—AD 1312A midst the shouting and haggling in the crowded and filthy

market square, two women appeared to be examining the quality of spun wool.Neither was a

woman.And neither cared about the wool.The men in dresses and shawls and coarse wigs

beneath bonnets had chosen this disguise because they could not risk the chance of anyone

linking the two of them. It was a minuscule risk, that perhaps one day someone might note first

one had gone into a church—or any other meeting place—and then the other. Yet even the

slightest risk was too much.They each held one end of the spun wool and leaned in close so

nobody could overhear a single word.“You know what the planets and stars tell us about

tomorrow morning, don’t you?” the older man said.“Of course,” the younger answered. “I

wonder why we don’t use events like this to our advantage. Think of the power it would give us,

making it appear that we control the heavens.”“That would require revealing that we exist.”The

second man sighed. “Yes. Over the years you’ve made it very clear that the true power is

exerting control without letting the person controlled know of it.”“A thousand years now.

Shouldn’t that be—”“Yes, yes.” The younger man was prone to impatience and prone to

showing it. “A thousand years hidden among them. Shouldn’t that be enough indication of the

wisdom of our strategy? Is that what you were going to say?”They paused as a couple of



women stepped too close, then resumed as soon as those women had moved on again.“When

I pass on my mantle to you,” the older one said, “and when you choose someone to take your

place, you’ll hear yourself repeating much of what I’ve said. Now think. It is significant that

tomorrow morning was chosen for the hanging. Why?”There was a long pause. The second

man picked at some bugs in the wool as he thought it through. Then he exclaimed, “The knight

is bait!”“This is why you have been chosen as my successor. You see and understand what

others cannot. Yes. I’m sure they want to use the knight to draw him out. Think again. How can

we use that to our advantage?”The younger man didn’t hesitate. “For years, we have been

searching for him too. When we find him, we will find what they have stolen from us and given

to him.”“And how is this a danger to us?”“If they find him and use him, it could lead them to

what was stolen from us and given to him.”“Every sword has two edges. We must keep Magnus

at all costs. Losing it is the edge of the sword that can wound us. For them, the reward of

regaining Magnus puts them in danger from the other edge of the sword. If the knight truly is

bait, as we suspect, they must expose themselves as they try to win him to their side. More

importantly, if the knight is bait and draws him out, we will have a chance to take him for

ourselves.”“All these years. He is into manhood now.”“Yes, I expect he will be a formidable

opponent. But once he reveals himself, we can use the structure of law to hunt him.”“And kill

him?” the younger asked.“Unless he will serve us instead. What he possesses is a great

prize.”“To reach him also means exposing ourselves,” the younger one said with a degree of

satisfaction, expecting to be praised for this brilliant observation.“I hope I don’t die soon,” the

older man said with mild irony.“What do you mean by that?”“Because I have so much left to

teach you. If we know the knight is bait, don’t you think it’s wise to make sure we have our own

bait?”“I don’t understand.”Still looking down at the spun wool, the older man said, “The knight is

not the only one on the gallows tomorrow.”The younger man’s eyes opened in surprise, then he

blinked in comprehension. “So we cannot lose,” he said.“No,” the older one said. “We are

Druids. We never lose.”As bells rang for none, the church service three hours past midday,

Thomas should have been toiling in the gardens of the abbey and knew that he risked a

flogging if he were caught. But compared to the actions he was considering, abandoning the

garden was a minor crime not worth giving a second thought.Conscious, though, that it would

be much better for his absence not to be noticed, Thomas moved quickly. He glanced back to

see if he’d been followed and saw only the cold stone walls of the abbey hall blurred by trees.

The valley that contained the abbey was narrow and compressed, more rock and stunted trees

on the slopes than sweet grass and sheep—probably the reason it had been donated to the

mother abbey long ago by an earl determined to buy his way into heaven.The mother abbey at

Rievaulx, just outside of Helmsley, was part of the large order of Cistercian monks and had

always accepted such gifts. With this one, Rievaulx had quickly established an outpost

designed to earn more money for the church. Time had proven the land too poor, however, and

barely worth the investment of abbey hall, library, and living quarters made from stone quarried

directly from the nearby hills.Thomas moved quickly through an exposed patch of hillside into

the trees near the tiny river that wound past the abbey. Years of avoiding the harsh monks had

taught him secret ways through the old abbey, hidden paths on the abbey grounds, and every

deer trail in the surrounding hills. He had been forced to learn how to move quietly. At times he

would approach a seemingly solid stand of brush, then slip sideways into an invisible opening

among the jagged branches and later reappear farther down the hill.His familiarity with the

terrain, however, did not make him less cautious. He shuddered at the consequences of

allowing the monks to discover what he had hidden from them all these years.Several bends

upstream from the abbey hall, comfortably shaded by large oaks, stood a jumble of rocks and



boulders, some as large as a peasant’s hut. Among them, a freak of nature had created a dry,

cool cave, its narrow entrance concealed by jutting slabs of granite and bushes rising from

softer ground below.Thomas circled it once. Then he slipped into a crevice and surveyed the

area.“Count to one thousand,” echoed the instructions that had been given to him time and

again. “Watch carefully for movement and count to one thousand. Let no person ever discover

this place.”Thomas settled into the comforting hum of forest noises, alert for any sign of

intruders, and pondered the day.First, he would need the power of knowledge hidden within the

cave. Then time to assemble that power. Thomas half smiled. So much waiting inside among

the books …Enough time had passed. He circled slowly once more, remembering, as he did

every time, the love Sarah had given him along with the instructions.“Never, never speak of the

existence of the books. Always, always, be sure beyond doubt no person sees you slip into the

cave. The books have the power of knowledge beyond price. Take from them, and never, never

speak of their existence.”When Thomas stepped in the coolness of the cave, sadness

overwhelmed him with the darkness. It never failed to remind him of his mother and how badly

he missed her and the secrets she’d made him keep, secrets for keeping both of them safe.He

knew it was his imagination, but as always, he believed he could hear, somewhere in the

darkness, how she’d whispered on her deathbed the startling revelations that he’d had to hold

deep inside.“Thomas, there is so much I wanted to tell you when you were older. I believed this

was just another fever, but now I cannot deny that I will be gone before the hour. Thomas, I am

your mother and love you as much as any mother has loved any son. I took you and fled from

evil men to hide from them here, men who pretend one thing during the light of day and

another at night, men who believe in human sacrifices. My greatest fear is that someday they

would find us and make of us a sacrifice beneath a full moon, burning us alive in baskets

hanging from an oak tree in the same manner that they killed your father and your older brother

and older sister, when they took the kingdom from our family. Thomas, pretend, always, that I

was your nursemaid, as I pretended to you all these years. My prayer was to watch you grow

into a man and become one of us, one of the Immortals. You will help us destroy the circle of

evil.”In her final minutes he wept in her arms, trying to comprehend her words, begging her to

sit up and sing to him again. She’d clutched his wrists with a supernatural strength, as if she

were clinging to life itself. Then came a single moment of fierceness and clarity as she’d found

the energy, just before collapsing with a final breath, to make him swear that he would

someday understand and destroy the evil that had sent them fleeing.Thomas knelt as he

always did when entering the cave. Not in prayer, but in honor of her memory. And he spoke

into the emptiness, as he always did upon kneeling. “I will never forget you. I will never forget

the sacrifices you made for me. I will never forget my vow to you upon your deathbed. I will

protect with my life what you have given me, and I will use it as you have directed.”Saying it,

however, he felt a shiver of fear. And hated himself for it.Thomas felt like a knight in a legend

who proudly told the king he would slay a dragon. Easy to promise far, far from a fire-breathing

monster. But nearing the dragon’s lair, as the smell of sulphur grew stronger and the sound of

shifting scales came from the gloom ahead, few were the men whose bowels wouldn’t loosen

in fear. Few were the men who would lift a sword and plunge forward.For Thomas, his time was

nearly upon him, and he was discovering that he wasn’t among the few whose bravery could

overcome the roar of the dragon. He wanted to be a boy again, when a simple caress of

Sarah’s fingers across his cheek and a gentle song were all that was needed to ease the

tremblings of nightmares.He stood motionless, steadying his breathing until his eyes adjusted

to the gloom. He waited another fifteen minutes. Then he moved forward to the shaft of sunlight

that fell through a large crack where one slab leaned crookedly against another.With little



hesitation, he pulled aside a rotting piece of tree that looked as if it had grown into the rock.

Thomas dragged out a chest as high as his knees and as wide as a cart. He opened the lid,

reached inside, and gently lifted out a leather-bound book the size of a small tabletop.He

searched page after page, carefully turning and setting down each leaf of ancient paper before

scanning the words.Nearly an hour later, he grunted with satisfaction. His plans were sound. If

he had the courage, it was possible to succeed in a seemingly impossible task.Magnus could

be his. An orphan boy could claim the power and authority of a near king. And with that power,

he could begin the hunt that he’d vowed to his mother.But only if he had the courage. Nothing

in his life had tested him, proven to him that he was capable of slaying a dragon. He fought his

shiver of fear and fought the impulse of self-hatred and, kneeling again, repeated his vows.“I

will never forget you. I will never forget the sacrifices you made for me. I will never forget my

vow to you upon your deathbed. I will protect with my life what you have given me, and I will

use it as you have directed.”Even so, he couldn’t help but wonder if it was a lie.Without hurry,

he returned the book to the chest, then the chest into its spot in the stone, then the lumber in

front of the chest. There were other bundles, the contents very familiar to him, that he scooped

into his arms. Finally, he was ready to take them and hide them outside the cave.To be

absolutely certain it was safe, he silently counted to one thousand at the entrance of the ruins

before edging back into the forest with the intent to move the bundles to a safe place well away

from the abbey. Only then would he return to his menial labor in the garden.And, as always

when leaving the cave, he wondered about his mother’s last words.Who were the Immortals?

The monks—only four of them because the abbey was so small and insignificant—finished

their evening meal, and Thomas began to clear away the pots and greasy plates. The monks

were in no hurry to push back from the table. Their goblets of mead—a wine of fermented

honey and water—were only half-empty, and there was another full jug in front of them to finish

at their leisure.If it remained a typical night, they would sit at the table for at least another hour,

drinking and belching and picking their teeth. If it remained a typical night, as Thomas had

been planning, he’d take advantage of this and flee the abbey.If he could find the courage.Now

well past the age of an apprentice, Thomas had been raised in this abbey since a boy. He’d

known no other life except one that forced work upon him from before the rise of the sun to

long after the first candles had been lit. Until he discovered a letter from the mother abbey a

few months earlier, it had never occurred to him to resent the tasks put upon him. Repeatedly

the monks had told him that if it weren’t for their generosity in allowing him to stay at the abbey,

he’d be homeless and wandering the countryside like any other orphan. He’d believed it. Until

finding the letter in an obscure part of the abbey’s archives.Yet during the years of believing he

must depend on the charity of these men—long, long before finding the letter—he’d come to

loathe their gluttony. Each meal he watched them gorge themselves to the point of illness,

enjoying fattened geese and grain-fed ducks and chicken. In the mornings, when women came

to the gate to beg for alms for the dirty and rail-thin children clinging to their hands, the monks

would send them away, quoting biblical verses from Proverbs about the need for industry and

self-sufficiency, casting blame on the mothers for their apparent laziness. This, even though the

abbey had been founded with permission from the king on the agreement that a percentage of

the abbey’s income be dedicated to the poor.Everything in his mind told Thomas this was the

night he must flee and never return.He needed courage, because as Thomas was reluctant to

admit to himself, a man is more often driven by the heart than the mind.Over the past week,

he’d used his mind and all his other resources to make the plans that, in the cool silence of the

cave where he often hid from the monks, seemed to have no flaw. In the world of his dreams,

he could picture himself as the hero, overcoming every obstacle set in his path. In those



dreams, fear did not exist. In those dreams, matters of the mind triumphed over matters of the

heart. In those dreams, intellect conquered emotion.Outside the cave, however, was the real

world of cold and hunger, of sheriffs and soldiers armed with crossbows and swords, of dark

forests and narrow roads where every corner might hide roaming bandits eager to prey upon

the weak. Of a castle with impregnable defenses.Beneath the trees and the rustling leaves just

outside the sanctuary of the cave, Thomas would feel the fear that did not exist inside the cave,

knowing those all-too-real dangers should force him to reconsider the boldness of the plans.

Even so, it was more than a lack of courage that gave him doubts.He was an orphan. When

Sarah had died, he had lost the last of his family. He had only memories of her, and questions

about the father and the older brother and sister who had been taken from him before there

could be memories. Pitiful as the children were who clung to their mothers outside the gates,

they had something Thomas did not. A true sense of belonging.Thomas had a shadow of this

feeling, enough to identify the source of what made him ache during his loneliest moments.

Inside the abbey, despite the abuse heaped upon him, Thomas was still part of a group, with

rituals and the familiarity of what to expect each day. He had a bed, miserable as the straw

ticking was, and a room of his own.This was a comfort of sorts, enough to hint at what it might

feel like to be part of a real family, loved and secure. As it was, he did belong to this group,

even if the men in this group were arrogant and unkind and treated him with more disdain than

they did the livestock. It was one thing to be lonely—he could endure this because he had no

choice. It was another thing to be alone.Could he find the courage to make the choice to

become alone?To flee the abbey would not only force him to risk his life on a plan that seemed

to contain too many obstacles to succeed, but it would also cast him into the unknown, out into

the world where he would not have even the certainty of knowing where he would rest each

night. Compared to that, the occasional beating from Prior Jack did not seem like such a poor

bargain.The truth was simple. He was more afraid of being alone than of failing. The

combination of the two fears was almost overwhelming.Thomas wasn’t certain he could find

the courage to flee the abbey, even after he’d learned through that letter about the injustice of

his imprisonment among the monks.If his courage failed him, he would regret it until he died.

For at dawn the next day, a certain knight would be executed by hanging. And this was the man

that destiny had promised him.Which led Thomas to another question.Did he have the courage

to turn his back on destiny?It did not remain a typical evening.As Thomas reached to take the

empty plate in front of Prior Jack, the fat man grabbed the collar of Thomas’s tunic and yanked

Thomas downward with such unexpected violence that his face slammed into a pile of chicken

bones beside Prior Jack’s plate.“I did not see you in the garden today,” Prior Jack said with a

chilling calmness.At impact with the table, one of the discarded chicken bones had snapped on

the point of his jaw, and Thomas felt a sharp pain where the jagged edge cut through his skin.

He blinked against the pain, the rough wood of the table a blur beneath his eyes.“Jack, I doubt

that kind of intimidation is needed,” came the voice of an older monk, Philip.“He’s a fully grown

man,” Jack answered in the permanent wheeze that resulted from his gross fatness, a state

that also forced him to waddle sideways through most of the abbey’s narrower doorways. “He

needs to be taught again and again that his size doesn’t matter when it comes to disobeying

us. I believe he should be flogged.”Thomas did not move. He could not move. Prior Jack was

massive. Thomas was in an unbalanced position, something that a bully like Prior Jack

undoubtedly knew. By the tone of the man’s voice, Thomas could picture Prior Jack’s eyes as

pinpoints of black hatred almost hidden in rolls of flesh.Once, on a sweltering summer day,

Thomas had heard splashing in the pond behind the abbey. He’d crept closer and seen Prior

Jack waist-deep in the water. So wide and blubbery were the rolls of stark white fat that



Thomas could barely recognize the shape of a man beneath the boulder-shaped head.Not that

fatness was unfashionable. On the contrary; it was a status symbol. Only the rich could afford it.

Most peasants suffered from continuous hunger and considered themselves fortunate each

day to eat more than a bowl of thin cabbage soup and some slices of black wholemeal bread,

never with butter. Yet Prior Jack took advantage of the distance of Harland Moor Abbey from

the mother abbey, becoming a tyrant in relentless pursuit of his gluttony.“Our soil is poor

enough as it is,” Prior Jack explained to the others, keeping Thomas’s head firmly pinned

against the chicken bones. Thomas felt warmth on his chin. His own blood. “If he continues to

neglect the garden, fall harvest might only last until January.”Yes, Thomas thought, because

the monks eat five meals a day.“More to the point,” Prior Jack said, “is the question of where

Thomas goes. I demand an answer.”It is not the mind that drives a man, but emotion. For all his

worry about whether he’d find the courage to flee, in the end it was anger that tipped Thomas

toward his own destiny.He’d been humiliated by these men daily, but this time, the snapping of

the chicken bones snapped something inside him. Nobody deserved to be stooped over a

table, face pressed into the discards of another man’s meal.“Prior Jack,” Thomas said through

gritted teeth as he reached into his shirt with his right hand. “You are a fat, obscene pig.”

Thomas pulled his hand free. “If you don’t let go, this knife will slice lard off you in strips.”He

jabbed the blade into the fat man’s side, knowing it pierced skin and the first layer of fat.Prior

Jack yelped and let go.Thomas straightened and pulled his knife free from Prior Jack. The tip

ran red with blood. Thomas wiped the blade against his sleeve and pointed the knife at Prior

Jack’s face.“Any move at all from any of you,” Thomas said, “and I stab out his eyes.”He felt

exultant. Perhaps that had been his reluctance to flee—not a lack of courage but the need to

be openly defiant. Slipping out in the night while the monks were drunk would have shown his

fear of them. But to threaten these bullies at knifepoint was an act of rebellion that would not

allow turning back. Effectively, he’d just become an outlaw. Escape was not an option; it was a

necessity.He was ready; he was strong.Prior Jack rattled a gasp from his overworked lungs.

“How dare you threaten me! I am a man of God!”Thomas took a deep breath and spoke words

that erupted from years of supplication to these loathsome men.“You? A man of God? First

convince me that God exists. Then convince me you’re a man, not a spineless pig of jelly. And

finally, if God does exist, prove to me that you actually follow Him instead of preaching one

thing and doing another.”The fat monk’s cheeks bulged in horror. How astounding it must have

seemed; for years Thomas had formed his defiance through simple silence.This horror added

to Thomas’s sense of freedom. Like steel revealed behind a falling cloth, it was if he’d suddenly

discovered he was no longer a scrawny boy but that his corded muscles had taken him into

manhood. If there was irony in this rebellion, it was that all the unending work forced upon him

had built those muscles.The knife in his right hand did not waver.Prior Jack dropped his voice

to an unusual strained wheeze. “Put the knife away. Immediate penitence may spare your soul

after such blasphemy. Or these men will stop you immediately.”Dust danced between them, red

and blue in the light beams from a stained-glass window on the west side of the corridor. It

reminded Thomas that the sun was at a sharp angle. Eventide would be upon him soon.His

plan must work. But first he must get past this detestable bully and the three other monks.

Would he actually murder to obtain his freedom?The others stared at him, their shaved heads

faintly pink.“The boy has lost his mind,” Prior Jack whined to them. “He is threatening to kill me.

Do something!”Monk Walter, gaunt and gray, frowned. “Put the knife down, boy. Now. And you

will only be whipped as punishment. If not, you will lose your hand.”Thomas knew that was no

idle threat. Peasants had had their hands cut off for simple crimes like theft. To threaten

members of the clergy was unimaginable.“Tonight,” Thomas said calmly instead of dropping the



knife, “is the night you set me free from this hole that is hell on earth. Furthermore, you will

send me on my way with provisions for a week and also three years’ wages.”“Impertinent dog,”

squeaked Monk Philip. Tiny and shrunken, he quickly looked to the others for approval. “You

owe us the best years of your life. Few abbeys in this country would have taken in scum like

you and raised you as we did.”“As a slave?” Thomas countered. He lifted his knife higher, and

they kept their distance. “Since I was old enough to lift a hoe, you sent me to the garden. When

I cried because of raw blisters, you cuffed me on the head and withheld my food. Your filth—

dirty, stinking clothing and the slop of your meals—I’ve cleaned every day for seven years. In

the winter, I chopped wood in the mornings while you slept indoors, too cheap to give me even

a shawl for my blue shoulders.”Monk Frederick rose on his toes and pointed at Thomas. His

greasy face turned red with indignation. “We could have thrown you to the wolves!”Thomas

spat at their feet. “Listen to me, you old, feeble men.” He felt a surge of hot joy. The moment

was right; he knew without doubt. The hesitation that had filled him with agony had

disappeared.“Listen,” Thomas repeated, ready to reveal he’d found the letter in the archives,

the one that Sarah promised was there. “You did not take me in as charity. You took me in

because the prior at Rievaulx ordered that you care for me and the nurse.”Even now, Thomas

had to pretend Sarah had been nothing more than that, a nursemaid. He continued the fiction,

fully aware of the price Sarah paid to keep them hidden. “The prior did so because my parents

were not peasants as you have tried to lead me to believe. My father was a mason, a builder of

churches, and left behind enough money to pay for my education.”No, he’d been a man

sacrificed beneath a full moon. By men that Thomas would hunt and destroy.Thomas

continued. “Yet you took advantage of the distance from the abbey at Rievaulx, and instead of

providing an education, you used me as a slave.”Monk Philip glanced wildly at the other three.

“He cannot know that,” he sputtered.“No?” Thomas’s voice grew ominous. As he spoke, he saw

by the reactions of the monks how much strength he had carefully hidden from them, and to

his surprise, from himself. Thomas let his tone grow cold, and he spoke quietly enough to

make them strain for every savage word. “The letters you leave carelessly about speak plainly

to me. I’ve read every report—every false report—that you have sent to the prior at Rievaulx,

including the first one, which affirms that you are doing the Christian duty to me that you were

charged to do. Bah!” Thomas made his contempt plain. “I wish I was half as content as you

have made him believe.”Monk Walter shook his head. “You cannot read. That is a magic, a gift

the clergy give to very few.”Thomas ignored him. “Furthermore, I have written in clear Latin a

long letter that details the history of this abbey over the last years. I have also transcribed the

letter into French, with that copy reserved for the Earl of York.”“Thomas writes too?” gasped

Monk Philip. “Latin and French?”“These letters are in the hands of a friend in the village. Unless

I appear tonight to ask for them back, he will deliver them to the mother abbey. All of you will be

defrocked and sent penniless among the same peasants you have robbed for years.”“It’s a

bluff,” Prior Jack declared. “If we all move at once, we can lay hold of him and deliver him to the

sheriff—for hanging.”Time ebbed heartbeat by heartbeat in the stillness of the abbey.Thomas

held up his hand, and the sudden motion checked any rash action. “Monk Frederick. Your

accounting of the wool taken from the sheep that I guarded night after night. Will it bear close

scrutiny when the prior at Rievaulx sends men to examine the records? Or will they discover

you have been keeping one bag of wool for every ten sold and turning the profit into gold for

yourself?”Frederick’s face grew white.“Don’t worry,” Thomas said. “The strongbox you have

hidden in the hollow of a tree behind the pond is safe. But empty of your gold. That has been

given to my friend in the village as payment to hold my letters, a payment that will be

distributed among the poor whom you have failed so badly to comfort.”The other monks



swiveled their heads to stare at Frederick.“I see,” Thomas said. “The gold was a secret.”A growl

from Prior Jack proved the statement true.“Prior Jack,” Thomas snorted. “Tending to your

dishes after each meal made my task very easy. The letter also details the food you consume

in a single month. I’m sure the prior at Rievaulx will be disappointed to discover that you

slobber down nearly four hundred eggs from full moon to full moon. Over fifty pounds of flour.

Three lambs. And a side of beef. It will explain, of course, why this abbey has not made a

harvest contribution to the mother abbey in five years.”
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Lost Adventuress, “Breathless Suspense Set in the Middle Ages: Surprising but Sucessful. To

begin with, I should probably confess that Sigmund Brouwer is my favorite author, and has

been since I was young, so I am somewhat biased. That being said, Brouwer is my favorite

author because he's simply so crazy good at what he does. A man of many talents, Brouwer's

fast-paced historical suspense thrillers always contain what is so rare in the suspense genre--

complex, likeable, haunting characters--in addition to sophisticated plots. Also, Brouwer is

equally at home setting his books in the Wild West, Ancient Rome, the Middle Ages, or the

present day.Bruwer's latest book, The Orphan King, is a re-working of his book Magnus, which

was later republished as Wings of Dawn. I hadn't re-read Magnus in about ten years, but it was

always my favorite Brouwer novel--unique among his novels, it's an epic thriller--so I was really

excited to hear that Brouwer was coming out with a retelling of the Magnus story. I was not

disappointed. Brouwer writes in a prefatory note that he's started this new series to tell the

mostly-untold story of the two deadly secret societies that first appeared in Magnus, the Druids

and Merlin's Immortals. Mortal enemies, these societies create intricate plots and subplots that

make Inception look like Dick and Jane. The fascinating schemes of the two enemies are not

so complex as to be incomprehensible, however, just very sophisticated and intriguing. The

hero of this new novel, Thomas, is a likeable, dangerous teen. Despite being raised an orphan

by cruel and abusive monks, Thomas is highly educated and determined to fulfill his secret

destiny, no matter how terrifying that quest may become. Grudgingly helped by a mysterious

Knight who has a great secret of his own, a beautiful girl who is far more than she appears,

and an irrepressibly cheery and thoroughly dishonest pickpocket, Thomas uses secret

weapons from Oriental lands to make his way across Medieval England and toward the

impregnable island fortress of Magnus. Thomas intends to conquer this stronghold with only

himself and his three companions, and his plan is both brilliant and unique.If you like the novels

of Peretti, Dekker, or Lawhead, no offense to those talented authors, then I respectfully submit

that Brouwer is more enjoyable than all of them. Brouwer is unique for his detective-novel-

complexity plots; his believable, haunted characters; and his sense of humor. Brouwer did try

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/BQLjv/The-Orphan-King-Merlins-Immortals-Series-Book-1


his hand years ago at serial killer and bioengineering thrillers in Blood Ties and Double Helix,

my least favorite of his novels, which were very similar to Dekker's writing years prior to Thr3e,

but while Brouwer's writing is always good, I simply didn't enjoy those sorts of plots and

settings. You might, though! If Dekker and Peretti write Spiderman and Superman books

(novels in which "impossible" supernatural things occur), then Brouwer's books are Batman:

they abound with multifaceted Byronic heroes in eminently believable situations, regardless of

the time period. Brouwer's one real weakness in The Orphan King is that almost all of his

characters tend to have the same intelligent, measured voice, but as a writer myself, I can tell

you that attaining a diversity of voices is phenomenally difficult, and as Brouwer does

everything else so well, I'm prepared to cut him a little slack in that area. Check out The

Orphan King and decide for yourself!!I received an e-version of this book for free from

WaterBrook Multnomah Publishing Group for this review, but I also bought a hard copy of this

book from Amazon.com--it's that good.”

Jessica Allen, “4 Stars. Plot: This was an interesting plot with a lot of mystery and intrigue. The

plot is revealed as you read and you are kept in wonder as the story unfolds. But by the end of

the book, the plot has been revealed and executed. You are left, however, with questions that

are sure to be answered in the rest of the series.Characters: The character development in this

book is very interesting. You start off with no knowledge of any of the characters, but as the

story goes on, you learn about the intentions and even some background on some of them.

However, you learn still, as you read on that things you thought you learned as truth about

some characters, turns out to be falsehood. In some stories, this method of character

development would have been confusing, but for this story, it works and it works well.Themes: I

would say that an important theme in this book is finding God. Thomas, who grows up in a

monastery, doesn't believe that a loving God could exist in such a cruel world. As his journey

progresses, he is faced with people who challenge him to question his beliefs and allow him to

look beyond what he thinks and see that the possibility of God is more real than he has

believed.Emotion: This book did lack emotion. There was intrigue and wonder, but there was

no emotional connection to the characters or their predicaments.Overall: This book was a very

easy and a very fast read. I was kept engaged by the mystery and wanted to continue to read

to see what would happen next. While it is geared toward younger readers, it was enough to

satisfy and wasn't too childish.---I read an ARC of this book. The final published book my

differ.---”

Love Reading, “You won't be disappointed!. A young hero, a quest, and a destiny shrouded in

mystery, weave together to make this a fun adventure for readers! Thomas is a young man

who isn’t sure who he is but finds the courage to take a risk and follow the path set before him.

With skills of intelligence and wit he overcomes the odds without sacrificing kindness or

compassion for others, creating the type of hero we hope all our children will aspire to

become.I really appreciate the values instilled in this hero and the knight who helps him take

back his family’s kingdom. The author skillfully demonstrates common pitfalls of the world, like

deception, greed, selfishness, contrasted by how choices to turn from these and choose the

path of sacrifice and love can lead to triumph over evil.Definitely put this on your to read list,

you won’t be disappointed! The first in a series, this story will only wet your appetite for more!”

The book by Sigmund Brouwer has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 99 people have provided feedback.
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